Granite curb shall be cut as required to set catch basin.

Direct inlet box for single grate.

24" square slab opening with cascade grate. See catch basin note 4.

Direct inlet pipe (see table on type 5 - direct inlet catch basin - section detail).

Plan (single grate):

Granite curb shall be cut as required to set catch basin.

48" x 24" slab opening with cascade grate (double). See catch basin note 4.

Direct inlet box for single grate.

30" standard manhole frame & cover (unless otherwise noted).

Plan (double grate):

Flexible watertight sleeve required for PVC and DI. Use non-shrink grout for RCP connections. Cast opening in structure.

Sump manhole (see table for size on type 5 - direct inlet catch basin - section detail).

Flexible watertight sleeve required for PVC and DI. Use non-shrink grout for RCP connections. Cast opening in structure.

Sump manhole (see table for size on type 5 - direct inlet catch basin - section detail).